
BRC RETAIL MASTERS
PROGRAMME

 WWW.BRC.ORG.UK/LEARNING

28TH FEBRUARY - 4TH MARCH
HELPING SENIOR RETAIL LEADERS TO TRANSFORM AND 
RESHAPE THEIR BUSINESSES FOR 2022, AND BEYOND

PROGRAMME SUMMARY
The BRC Retail Master’s Programme is a rare
opportunity for retail business leaders to get an
unobstructed view of the evolving landscape of retail
post-pandemic and understand how best to position
their businesses for growth. The intensive, blended
programme will give delegates a unique learning
experience, surpassing the day-to-day challenges
of running an organisation to tackle key issues and
future trends.

THE BENEFITS OF ATTENDING
As a delegate on the Masters you will interact with
eminent retailers and leading experts to explore
the shape of retail and developments which will
determine the industry’s onward success. Through
discussion, debate and the sharing of research and
insights, you will gain an unparalleled view of retail in
2022 and beyond. 

How will this be achieved….
Leading your business to future success
You will get the opportunity to work with experts
and contributors to understand how businesses can
excel, managing the wider external influences and
trends, and position your business for the future.

Developing Leadership Capability
Providing you with the opportunity to deep dive into
a range of in the moment optional workshops to
stretch your thinking, themed around the concepts of
the programme.

Future proofing business – applying the learning
You will apply your learning to a range of business
case studies and then present your conclusions to an
expert panel.

PROGRAMME STRUCTURE & FORMAT
The course will be a blended programme and will run
from Monday 28th February to Friday 4th March 
2022. Days 1 & 2 will be held virtually. Day 3 will 
involve travel to Central London followed by an 
afternoon/evening face-to-face networking event 
with a keynote speaker. Days 4 & 5 will be held face-
to-face in our iconic Form Rooms, the new home of 
BRC.

PRICING
£2,236 + VAT for members
£2,795 + VAT for non-members.*
Contact us for an early bird discount.

*This excludes travel and accommodation for the
nights of the 2nd  & 3rd March but will cover an
evening meal on the 2nd March, lunch and 
refreshments during the face-to-face elements of 
the programme on the 3rd and 4th March. BRC can 
provide you with our preferred hotel suppliers, who 
may offer accommodation discount. An early bird 
booking discount will be applied if your space is 
confirmed by the 31st December 2021. Please get in 
touch for further information.
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THE UNMATCHED INDUSTRY COLLABORATION 
We are finalising the key themes over the next few months to ensure you have exposure to 
the most revered industry experts, senior talent, most relevant topics and trends. Here are 
our 2021 speakers:

QUESTIONS? PLEASE CONTACT:
VICKI YOUNG,HEAD OF LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES & EVENTS,                  
BRC LEARNING

+44 7979 956267 

HERE IS WHAT OUR PREVIOUS DELEGATES HAVE
SAID ABOUT THE MASTERS
“My week spent on the Masters Programme was invaluable. The 
insights, lessons and ideas shared by both the amazing guest 
speakers and the rest of my cohort have really stuck with me; 
I learned a lot around authentic leadership, which was amply 
demonstrated throughout the week. Since returning to my ‘day job’, 
I’ve been able to make positive changes in my leadership style, and 
have a renewed sense of confidence that grew during the Masters 
week. I’ve shared lots of my learnings with my peer group–and have 
recommended everyone attend.”

Lauren Seabrook, Head of Merchandising, The Perfume Shop
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